
spaces due to the pressure gradient being

higher in the vessels at exercise than the

air spaces. The vessel walls in the lungs

are further predisposed to failure as they

are thin to maximise oxygen exchange as

their predominant function.

An alternative theory proposes that

changes in forces and pressure in the lungs

due to the locomotor action of intense

exercise can result in blood moving into

the air spaces in the lungs. As the

forelimbs strike the ground, the diaphragm

is moved forwards by the weight and

volume of the abdominal content creating

higher pressures in the small vessels in the

lungs and increasing the likelihood of

blood being leaked through the vessel

walls. In addition to the pressure changes

caused by the movement of the organs it is

suggested that mechanical damage alone

can result in blood being forced out of the

uncommon, severe cases, the volume of

blood at the nostrils can be marked and

potentially alarming to the public if it were

to be seen at the racetrack. 

Racing thoroughbreds are at increased

risk of suffering EIPH because one of the

proposed pre-disposing factors is short

bursts of intense exercise, which is

unavoidable in training. Although the

exact cause and progression of EIPH in

horses is unknown, there has been a lot of

research undertaken and multiple theories

put forward. The progression of the

condition is poorly understood. 

One commonly proposed theory

suggests that changes in vasculature

pressures in the lungs during intense

exercise result in failure in the integrity of

the walls of the capillaries (small blood

vessels) within the lungs. Hence, blood

moves from the vasculature into the air
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XERCISE-Induced

Pulmonary Haemorrhage

(EIPH) refers to the presence

of blood in the airways after

exercise. Dependent upon the severity of

the bleed this presents clinically as blood

within the airways, and in more severe

cases this can be seen as blood at the

nostrils. 

EIPH is obviously of concern to the

racing industry because of the impact on

performance associated with it  --  reduced

performance at exercise, prolonged

respiratory recovery time and in some

cases a cough following exercise. Horses

suffering EIPH are very rarely distressed

by the condition. EIPH is also of concern

to the industry because of the implications

of loss of training days, the investment in

treatment and monitoring and,

furthermore, public perception. In
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vessels.

Another key consideration with EIPH

is the associated airway inflammation. The

precise role of inflammation in EIPH is

not clear but there is well-documented

research stating that increased airway

inflammation (based on gross and

cytological examination) was linked to an

apparent increase in likelihood of EIPH.

The inflammation can persist long after

the blood cells themselves have been

cleared.

Other causes of blood in the airways

include fungal infection of the guttural

pouches (air-filled pouches within the

head housing vessels and nerves); ethmoid

haematomas within the nose; pneumonia;

and atrial fibrillation of the heart.

Fungal infection of the guttural pouches

in some studies has been suggested as a

pre-disposing factor to EIPH, but this is

not definite or apparent in all cases. 

Pneumonia

Ethmoid haematomas are soft masses

most commonly located in the paranasal

sinuses of the head, but are less frequently

the cause of epistaxis (bleeding from the

nostrils) in racing thoroughbreds as they

occur more commonly in horses older than

six years of age and usually result in blood

in the airways unassociated with exercise.

The ethmoid turbinates, where

haematomas can arise, are fine bony

structures covered in a layer of mucous

membrane which play a role in warming

and filtering air that is breathed in before it

moves into the lungs. 

Pneumonia can result in epistaxis in

severe infections but usually other clinical

signs will be detected ahead of epistaxis.

Atrial fibrillation  --  which is an

abnormal pumping action of the heart  --

can also result in epistaxis, but if the

fibrillation is severe enough to result in

epistaxis, concurrent clinical signs such as

weakness and more marked performance

changes are also seen.

These causes of blood in the airways

should be ruled out in horses showing

epistaxis before a diagnosis of EIPH is

concluded. 

Diagnosis is most commonly achieved

via flexible endoscopic examination of the

nasal passages, larynx and trachea shortly

(within 60 minutes) after exercise. Even if

there is blood evident at the nostrils,

endoscopy enables conclusive

examination of the source of the blood,

assessment of volume (to permit grading

of severity), and assessment of the airway

as a whole, to examine linked

inflammation or pathologies. Visual

assessment also enables exclusion of the

vast majority of potential differential

diagnoses discussed earlier. 

Endoscopy may also be accompanied

by sampling from the lungs via BAL

(bronchoalveolar lavage) or TW (tracheal

washes) in which  small volumes of sterile

fluid are instilled into the airways, then re-

collected for microscopic examination.

This enables diagnosis based on the

presence of erythrocytes (red blood cells)

themselves or cells resulting from the

breakdown of red blood cells in the

airways (haemosiderophages).  The main

advantages of such cytology (study of

individual cells) are  that EIPH can be

diagnosed later than immediately after

exercise and there does not need to be

blood visible to the naked eye in the

airways. These methods also allow

quantitative assessment of other cells

indicative of airway inflammation if the

information is desired..

There is no conclusive evidence-

supported treatment for EIPH but the aim

of any management is to limit the current

bleed and associated inflammation and

reduce the likelihood of future EIPH.The

mainstays in EIPH are drugs to dilate the

airways (bronchodilators), broad spectrum

antibiotics and corticosteroids in varying

combinations. There is also evidence that

environmental management is influential

in these horses, such as periods of rest

following presentation of EIPH and

maximising ventilation and air quality. 

A frequently discussed drug in the

management of EIPH is Furosemide, sold

under the brand name Lasix. It has been

used in horses with EIPH and is widely

used in North America but there is much

debate as to its efficacy and action in

EIPH. It is suggested that Lasix reduces

pressures in the lungs at exercise and also

reduces any fluid accumulations in the

lung tissue as it also acts as a diuretic. In

combination these factors are proposed to

reduce the likelihood of bleeding from the

vessels into the air spaces, maximise

oxygen transfer and reduce horses’

weights because they urinate more under

the administration of Lasix. However, the

evidence is not conclusive or convincing.

Further to this scientific debate, it is also

banned in the UK as it has been linked to

performance-enhancing properties.  

NY horses experiencing EIPH at

Johnston Racing are

immediately examined on site

and all differentials explored prior to a

management protocol tailored to the

horse’s individual presentation being put

in place. Horses are mostly rested for a

week and treated with broad spectrum

antibiotics, an approach which has been

shown to aid recovery from the

inflammation that occurs. Turnout in

paddocks is also utilised if conditions

allow, and horses may also be moved into

alternative stables if deemed necessary.

Continued monitoring and review is

implemented as the horses recover and

return gradually to work. 
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At Johnston Racing, the peace of mind of
our owners is a priority. This is why we
have included the vet fees in our inclusive
daily rate for horses in training. 

Becky Dinsdale was born and raised on a
farm in upper Wensleydale.  She attended

Ripon Grammar before studying veterinary science at the University
of Liverpool,  graduating in July 2019. She had a spell shadowing the
vets at Kingsley Park as part of a university placement, and had
further placements in France and New Zealand. After graduating she
had another stint at Johnston Racing as an assistant to the vets.  She
then worked at a first-opinion veterinary practice in west Yorkshire
before joining the yard as a full-time vet in early 2020.

John Martin is from the town of Stradbally
in County Laois in Ireland's Midlands.  He
was raised on a farm and from a young age
had ambitions to be a vet. 

He trained at University College in Dublin
and it was there that he first took an
interest in horse racing, which nurtured an
ambition to eventually specialise in working with horses as a vet.  

After graduating he took up a post at a veterinary hospital in Navan,
County Meath, before moving to England to join a practice in Louth,
Lincolnshire. 

He joined Mark Johnston Racing at the start of 2010, staying for
more than two years before returning to Ireland for a brief spell and
then resuming his position at the yard in April 2013.
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